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Abstract  

Split Learning (SL) has emerged as an innovative framework designed to enable deep learning 
applications on resource-constrained devices such as IoT or mobiles. Its core concept involves 
dividing a deep model into multiple parts and distributing them between data owners and a 
central cloud computing server. During the training process, only processed data is 
transmitted from the client to the server, safeguarding user data privacy. However, SL 
encounters several challenges, including (i) the high computational burden on low-end devices, 
(ii) potential privacy risks arising from the exposed intermediate data, and (iii) susceptibility to 
model inversion attacks capable of reconstructing raw input data. 

In this presentation, we will first delve into recent research addressing privacy attacks and 
defence mechanisms within the context of SL that could potentially lead to the leakage of 
users' private data. Subsequently, we will introduce our ongoing work aimed at enhancing the 
learning performance and privacy preservation of SL. This includes (i) the exploration of 
binarization in SL's local layers to expedite computation and reduce memory usage on the 
client side; (ii) an investigation into SL without local weight sharing to strengthen client-side 
data privacy, especially in environments with semi-trusted participants; and (iii) an 
examination of the integration of Differential Privacy into SL to further fortify user data privacy. 
We will identify potential accuracy degradation when training multiple clients with varying 
privacy requirements and present an approach to mitigate this challenge. 

By the end of this presentation, you will gain insights into the latest trends in the development 
of attacks and defences aimed at enhancing the privacy preservation of SL, which plays a 
crucial role in extending AI to pervasive devices while addressing data privacy concerns. 
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